Mid Devon Cycling Club Classic Stage Race - 1981 to 1991

Towards the end of the 20th Century in the United Kingdom there were hundreds of
run-of-the-mill road races, but there were only a handful of major bike race
promotions; the former generally enjoyed by the competitors, officials, and a
relatively small band of cycling enthusiasts, while the latter were very high profile,
big budget events played out before a much larger audience and with significant
responsibilities to sponsors and the public image of cycle sport. The Mid Devon
Cycling Club's annual TotnesNire twinning race began the transition to a major
promotion when, in 1981, it attracted financial support from Launa Windows.
However, with no media portfolio with which to impress the Newton Abbot based
company - and no track record for the type of event ultimately envisaged by the
organisers - the initial sponsorship was a little restrictive, allowing only modest
progress for an event which had been running as a popular regional fixture since
1973.
The first event under Launa's patronage followed the established, two day, two stage,
format of previous TotnesNire events and was, after months of planning, an
immediate success. It boasted a few hundred tabloid style programmes, for the media
and general public, an advance publicity team and a champagne spraying, yellow
jersey presentation complete with podium hostesses. It was also a hell of a race with
MDCC riders filling the top three places on general classification; a podium place for
the club would become much rarer in the years to follow. However, the biggest
difference was the amount of local newspaper exposure the event achieved,
culminating in it being the headline sports story in the following day's Herald Express
and a centre spread feature 24 hours later. The key to this exposure and other
razzamatazz elements lay in the early decision by the organising team to split the
responsibilities of race organisation and event promotion, thereby ensuring that the
club would have something tangible to show the sponsors that they had received some
excellent publicity for their initial investment.
Armed now with a respectable book of press cuttings and publicity photographs, the
club returned to Launa to outline expansion plans for the event and request an
increase in the budget for 1982, with subsequent increases in funding as the event
grew. With Launa now sold on the publicity benefits of a big bike race promotion the
organising team embarked on their ambitious plan to elevate the event to national
status.
Past financial constraints and limited organisational clout had restricted the
TotnesNire's area of operation to Torbay and The South Hams but now there was
freedom to cover a larger geographical canvas, with first Exeter and Newton Abbot
added to the itinerary and, by 1984, Plymouth. The Classic was now a top class, three
day, six stage affair and the event was being taken to the sponsor's potential
customers, with city centre starts at peak shopping times, closed road criteriums and

